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Biweekly Summary
Over the past couple of weeks, we have worked towards the completion of our project.

The first part of this was completing schematic-level simulations on our top-level design. When

doing read/MAC operations, we ran into some trouble with the 0.2 V read voltage and the 0.4

MAC voltage being applied across the ReRAM. The problem was on the max extreme for the 0.2

V and the minimum extreme for 0.4 V, the output voltage was too close. Essentially, what this

could mean is that we could get false positives if a single cell in a column is in an LRS.

So, to counteract this, we decided to create two separate “computational crossbars.”

One would have a TIA size of the 0.2 V, and the other would be the same design, just with a TIA

sized for 0.4 V. We did this so we could reasonably guarantee that we could output “high”

whenever 1 ReRAM cell or more were in a LRS. With this updated design, we went to work on

simulating the two. For each, we tested different states of the ReRAM, such as 8 in an LRS, 0 in

an LRS, 1 in an LRS and 7 in an HRS, etc.

Along with this, we also tried to do some accuracy/error testing as well. For these tests,

we applied different corners, such as TT, FF, SS, FS, and SF, to each case to ensure that

everything would still work as expected. We also changed the conductance of the LRS from a

minimum value of 80 uS to 100 uS to make sure that everything would work at both extremes.

For all of our testing, we created a table to record the results. After running through all the



testing, we verified that everything was still behaving as expected. A figure of the tables we

recorded is seen below.

Figure 1: Table of Testing Results

Once we verified that our top level was able to do Read/MAC operations, we moved to

create the layouts. Due to changing the schematic once again, we had to go through and change

some of the layouts that were already created. We also had to create new ones for the 8 select

line outputs. We had to create two different versions of this 8-line select output - one sized for

0.2 V and one sized for 0.4 V. Once all this was created, we then hooked everything together:

8-line bit input, 8-line word line input, 8-line select input, 8 line select output, and the 8x8

ReRAM crossbar. Once this was all hooked up for both crossbar designs, we then stuck it in the

harness and manually hooked up our designs to the different pins.

Once we had hooked our “computational crossbars,” we also placed different individual

components into the layout area and hooked them up to IO pins so we could individually test

them out. We did this so we could check to see if our components work individually in case our

design does not work once fabricated. The figure on the following page demonstrates the final

layout, all hooked up to the harness. The 0.2 V crossbar is seen in the bottom left, the 0.4

crossbar is seen in the bottom right. The individual components are hard to see, but they are

spread out all around the edges of the harness.



Figure 2: Final Layout Hooked up to Harness

With all of that done, we continued to work on the documentation side of our project.

This included finishing up the “tutorial documentation” and beginning to create the bring-up

plan for our design. We also began work on updating the final report, poster, and presentation

for this class. On the digital side, we did some more testing of the quantization model to back

up our claims for using the threshold of 1 for our design. We also updated the drives to match

the updated schematic and to include the second ReRAM crossbar. Finally, we are collecting all



our components and all of their files into a single GitHub repository so that future work can be

done on our designs.

Past Weeks Accomplishments

● Joshua Thater

○ Helped with simulating the top level of our design

■ Updated schematic/design so that we could do 0.2 V and 0.4 V read/MAC

○ Helped record test data for top-level design

○ Tweaked 8-line bit input layout and 8-line select layout to match the new

schematic

○ Created 2 different versions of the 8-line select output

■ One for 0.2 V and one for 0.4 V

○ Hooked up all parts of the layout design together

○ Connected both the 0.2 V and 0.4 V “computational crossbar” to the harness pins

○ Connected up all of the individual components to analog IO pins on the harness

○ Finished up the “tutorial documentation”

■ This ended up being 75 pages long:

● https://docs.google.com/document/d/1B99C8Lep7ePQcIg7qA_el

3WZ6WbXc6nguQJsJVFJDbw/edit?usp=sharing

○ Collected all components and their files and put them all into a single GitHub

repository

● Aiden Petersen

○ Developed simulations to ensure the functionality of quantized inputs

■ Analyzed the performance degradation by changing using the absolute

difference

○ Wrote the documentation for the digital design flow

○ Updated drivers because of design changes

● Matt Ottersen

○ Worked on sizing the TIA for 0.2V and 0.4V 8-line select output

○ Worked on resizing ADC for lower threshold

○ Ran simulations and collected data

● Regassa Dukele

○ Helped with simulating design

○ Recorded simulation data in the table for different tests

○ Helped come up with new schematic design

Pending Issues

● Finishing up the final report, poster, and IRP presentation
● How to “hand off” the project to the next senior design team

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1B99C8Lep7ePQcIg7qA_el3WZ6WbXc6nguQJsJVFJDbw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1B99C8Lep7ePQcIg7qA_el3WZ6WbXc6nguQJsJVFJDbw/edit?usp=sharing


Individual Contributions

TeamMember Individual Contributions BIweekly Hours Total Hours

Joshua Thater Helped with schematic testing, tweaked old
layouts, and created new ones. Hooked up all
components/top-level design in harness.
Finished “tutorial documentation.” Collected
all components into a single repository.

35 195

Aiden Petersen Performance analysis for quantization,
writing digital design documentation, and
updating drivers.

15 125

Matt Ottersen Sized components and ran simulations 14 124

Regassa Dukele Helped with creation of new schematic and

recording testing results

14 127

Plans for the Upcoming Weeks

● Joshua Thater
○ Help with creating the poster and final presentation
○ Finish/edit the final report
○ Do a write-up on handing off the project to the next team

● Aiden Petersen
○ Final presentation, posters, etc.
○ Accuracy analysis of framework in tensorflow.

● Matt Ottersen
○ Work on final presentation and poster
○ Work on bring up plan

● Regassa Dukele

○ Help with creation of poster and final presentation

○ Edit final report

○ Assist with bring-up plan


